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Abstract Understanding factors shaping the spatial dis-

tribution of animals is crucial for the conservation and

management of wildlife species. However, few studies

have investigated density-dependent habitat selection in

wild populations in non-equilibrium conditions and at

varying spatial scales. Here, we investigated density-

dependent habitat selection at varying spatial scales in an

increasing white stork Ciconia ciconia population using a

long term data set in western France. During a 16-year

study period, the breeding population density increased

from 0.66 nests per 100 km2 to 6.6 nests per 100 km2. At

the beginning of the colonisation of the area settlement

probability of storks was mainly positively affected by

grasslands located near wetlands. Areas with intensive or

moderately intensive agriculture were extremely unlikely

to be occupied by breeding birds. However, selection for

the initially preferred habitats faded as stork density

increased although the proportions of habitat types

remained unchanged. At the same time selection for ini-

tially less favoured habitats had increased. Moreover, we

found that the spatial scale of selection for each foraging

habitat variable was consistent over time. Our results

suggest that snapshot analyses of resource selection in

populations at high density may be misleading for popu-

lation conservation or management. In contrast, a longitu-

dinal approach to resource selection can be a valuable tool

for understanding resource limitation.

Keywords Ciconia ciconia � Grassland � Intensive

agriculture � Non-equilibrium conditions � Spatial

distribution � White stork

Introduction

Habitat selection is a key process determining the distri-

bution and abundance of wild populations (Kramer et al.

1997) because it has profound consequences on individual

performances and ultimate fitness (Huey 1991; Orians and

Wittenberger 1991). A general theoretical principle is that

preferences for certain quality of habitats should mirror

their fitness returns (Levins 1968). Understanding mecha-

nisms governing spatial distribution of individuals is

therefore critical to the conservation and management of

wildlife species (Kennedy and Gray 1993). Assuming that

habitat quality is spatially heterogeneous and that indi-

viduals are searching for high-quality patches to maximize

their fitness, evolutionary models of breeding habitat

selection postulate the ideal free distribution model (Fret-

well and Lucas 1969; Sutherland 1996). According to a

special case of this model, the ideal despotic distribution

model, some individuals are able to occupy and defend the
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best habitats first, forcing remaining individuals to settle in

lower-quality habitats with lower fitness returns (Tregenza

1995).

Until recently habitat selection theory focused on equi-

librium conditions, neglecting situations where the habitats

are not saturated by individuals (e.g., Ens et al. 1995; Oro

2008). However, many wildlife populations are not at

equilibrium. Habitats may not be saturated when popula-

tions are declining (Beletsky and Orians 1994) or

expanding their geographic range (Williams et al. 1994).

The case of invasive species is a typical example of

increasing populations whose geographic range is

expanding (Sakai et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2004). Relatively

little attention has been paid to density-dependent habitat

selection in wild populations in non-equilibrium conditions

(but see Messier et al. 1990). At high densities, according

to the ideal despotic distribution hypothesis, new settlers in

philopatric species exhibiting a flexible territoriality, are

forced to settle in suboptimal habitats by competitive

exclusion (Messier et al. 1990; Nummi and Saari 2003).

Conversely, in populations that suffer Allee effects at low

density, Greene and Stamps (2001) showed that it is more

advantageous for individuals to clump with conspecifics

rather than explore suitable habitats during long time

periods, because settlement costs reduce or eliminate patch

switching.

Understanding habitat selection at varying densities is

thus necessary to successfully predict the distribution of

individuals in threatened populations (Zimmerman et al.

2003) or to predict the impact of climate change on the

distribution of populations using species distribution

models, which generally assume equilibrium conditions

between species distributions and current climate (Pearson

and Dawson 2003). However, studying density-dependence

in habitat selection is challenging since fine and long term

monitoring of populations are needed. Most studies of

density-dependent habitat selection are based on transver-

sal monitoring of several populations with different den-

sities (Mobæk et al. 2009), i.e., comparing habitat selection

along a gradient of different population with varying den-

sities although occupying a similar type of habitat. Lon-

gitudinal studies, i.e., comparing habitat selection in one

population whose density varies over time, are rare and

often based on large scale censuses making it difficult to

characterize habitat at a sufficient spatial resolution

(Chamberlain and Fuller 1999). Furthermore, lacking are

studies investigating density-dependent habitat selection at

varying spatial scales with fine resolution. However,

understanding how animals respond to spatial variability at

different scales is important for designing ecological

research and monitoring programs (Addicott et al. 1987;

Wiens 1989), and for using habitat data in resource man-

agement (Mayor et al. 2009).

The main goal of this study was to investigate and

understand the processes underlying density-dependent

habitat selection in an expanding population of breeding

white storks Ciconia ciconia monitored by a long-term

survey (16 years). During the whole study this population

was not at density-dependent equilibrium, with an average

annual population growth rate of about 19 % (Barbraud

et al. 1999; Sæther et al. 2006; Fig. 1). The first aim of the

study was to determine which habitat characteristics

affected the probability that a nesting site was used by

white storks. Given the overwhelming majority of isolated

Fig. 1 Number of nests of

white storks recorded each year

in the study area since 1978.

Solid circles denote the number

of nests recorded each year. The

arrows indicate the years (1990,

2000 and 2006) when habitat

data were available and used to

model habitat selection. Grey

bars represent the number of

colonies in the study area,

associated with the total number

of nests in colonies in the same

period (empty circles)
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nests in the studied population, we only analysed presence-

absence rather than count data. The second aim was to test

for density-dependent habitat selection. For this, we mod-

elled the probability of a nesting site being occupied in

relation to habitat characteristics in three years corre-

sponding to different population densities. Evidence for

density-dependent habitat selection was assessed by testing

for interactions between the effects of habitat characteris-

tics and breeding densities on the probability of a nesting

site being used. Because white storks show high philopatry,

habitats should be sequentially occupied by white storks.

At low density, the probability of a site being occupied

should increase with the proportion of favourable habitat

leading to highly favourable habitats being occupied first.

As density increases, less favourable habitats should be

more and more likely to be occupied. We thus expected a

negative effect of density on the relationship between the

proportion of favourable habitats and the probability of

selecting a nesting site, and a positive interaction for the

least favourable habitats. Finally, the third aim of the study

was to investigate density-dependent habitat selection at

varying spatial scales with fine resolution.

Materials and methods

Study area and population monitoring

The study is based on field surveys conducted from 1978 to

2006 over a 2724 km2 area located in Western France

(Charente-Maritime, 45�500N, 1�000W, Fig. 2). In this area

the landscape is a complex mosaic of agricultural, forest,

grassland, wetland and urban patches. The climate is under

oceanic influence with rainy winters (annual values

Fig. 2 Distribution of white stork nests in Charente-Maritime in

2006. Black circles represent location of nests in 2006. The light gray

borderline represents the minimum polygon area (MPA) enclosing all

positional fixes obtained to link the nest sites, less non-prospected

areas. The black borderline represents the buffer of 5 km of the MPA

used for generating the random non-selected sites
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750–950 mm) and mild temperatures (averages 5 �C in

winter, 20 �C in summer). The altitudinal gradient is weak

ranging from 0 to 173 m above sea level.

In 1978 we began a long-term demographic study of

white storks following the establishment of a new popu-

lation (Barbraud 1978). The first nests were built in trees

surrounded by damp meadows and pastures with irrigation

ditches (Barbraud and Barbraud 1987). Because of the

scarcity of trees favourable for white stork nests, artificial

nest sites were placed in the study area each year during

winter between 1980 and 1996 (Barbraud et al. 1999).

During this period the number of artificial nest-sites was

always greater than the number of occupied nest-sites and

it was therefore assumed that nest-site availability was not

a limiting factor for white storks that intended to breed

(Barbraud et al. 1999). From 1996 few new artificial nests

were built. This has not prevented white storks from using

natural or other man-made structures (e.g., electric pylons)

for nesting. Between the 1980s and the 2000s the propor-

tion of nests built on man-made structures (artificial nest-

sites, electric pylons, and buildings) decreased from 90 to

53 %, whereas the proportion of built on trees increased

from 10 to 47 % (C. Barbraud, unpublished data).

The white stork nesting habits range from colonial

nesting with several neighbouring nests (Jovani and Tella

2007) to isolated territorial nesting (Johst et al. 2001). In

the study area, the newly settled population comprised

100 % of isolated nests until the year 2000 (average nearest

neighbour distance = 1.9 ± 1.7 km). Despite the settle-

ment of a first colony in 2000 (one tree with two nests) and

up to four in 2006 (12, 5, 5 and 3 nests), the vast majority

of nests in the study area (98 % in 2000 and 86 % in 2006)

remained isolated with a territorial behaviour. Previous

work on this and other white stork populations suggested

that fecundity was negatively correlated with population

density (Barbraud et al. 1999; Denac 2006a) and was

affected by the areas of habitat characteristics around nest

sites (Barbraud et al. 1999; Denac 2006b).

Each year, two to three observers intensively surveyed

all white stork nests that were occupied at least once in

previous years and all locations that could potentially

support white storks. Each nest was visited every one to

two weeks during the breeding season (from February to

June) and its status (occupied by breeding birds or not)

recorded every year. The philopatric behaviour of this

population combined with the intensive monitoring of

white storks in the area for demographic studies (thanks to

a large observer network) has allowed virtually all breeding

pairs to be located until the early 2000s (Nevoux et al.

2008a). Thereafter, on the basis of the number of previ-

ously unknown nests found in a given year and showing

signs of occupation in the previous years, we estimated that

less than 2 % of nests were missed.

During the breeding season white storks forage in nat-

ural and agricultural meadows, temporary or permanent

ponds, and occasionally in crop fields (Cramp and Sim-

mons 1977). In the study area the species feeds mainly on

insects, crustaceans, anurans and micro-mammals (Barb-

raud et al. 2002).

Habitat data

Since no data were available to describe the temporal and

spatial variation in abundance of prey consumed by storks,

it was implicitly assumed that habitat quality reflected the

abundance of food resources. To model habitat selection of

breeding white storks we used 13 habitat covariates that

may influence the probability of selecting a nesting site

(Table 1). Habitat covariates corresponding to land use

were derived from the Corine Land Cover (CLC) digitized

database (available at http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-

maps/data#c12=corine?land?cover?version?13) avail-

able for the years 1990, 2000 and 2006. To limit the

number of habitat covariates we pooled some of the habitat

categories as defined in the CLC database, and reduced the

initial 44 land use types of the CLC database to nine land

use variables chosen for their relevance to the ecology of

the species [Table S1 in Electronic Supplementary Material

Table 1 Predictor variables used to compare pixels occupied by

breeding white storks with random locations in Charente-Maritime,

France

Code Type Description

Land use variables

AgriHetero Area Heterogeneous agriculture: complex

cropping systems and predominantly

agricultural area, interrupted by large

natural spaces

AgriIntens Area Intensive agriculture: arable land out of

irrigation scheme

AgriPerm Area Permanent agriculture: vineyards, orchards

AgriPast Area Grassland, natural pasture

Urban Area Urban and peri-urban area, industrial area

Aquatic Area Watercourse, waterways

Shrub Area Shrubland

Forest Area Forest (broad-leaved tree, conifer, mixed

forest)

Marsh Area Freshwater marsh

Topography variables

Stream Linear Portion of real or fictitious, permanent or

temporary, natural or artificial stream

WaterSurf Linear Water surface land, natural or artificial

DistRoad Linear Distance (m), remoteness to road [entire

road network (roads, highways, etc.)]

Pylon Number Number of pylon of electric power line
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(ESM)]. Habitat covariates describing salt marshes and sea

shores were excluded since both were irrelevant for

breeding white storks (Cramp and Simmons 1977) and in

the study area storks fed on prey not associated with salt-

water (Barbraud and Barbraud 1997; Barbraud et al. 2002).

Bare ground habitats were also excluded since they were

almost non-existent in the study area (see Table S2 in

ESM). Topographic habitat variables (water area, length of

water bodies, distance to roads, hedges and tree lines) were

extracted for the year 2006 from BD TOPO� Version 2

(available at http://professionnels.ign.fr) (Table 1). Habitat

data were derived at a spatial resolution of 100 m using

ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1, which offered both sufficient pre-

cision and acceptable computation time. Breeding white

storks are central-place foragers and both the quality of the

foraging patches and the distance from the nest are

expected to be important for the provisioning of food to the

nestlings (Johst et al. 2001). Foraging distance usually

averages 1–2 km and does not generally exceed a radius of

5 km around the nest (Alonso et al. 1991; Johst et al. 2001;

Denac 2006b). We thus defined the study area as the

minimum polygon area (MPA) enclosing all positional

fixes obtained to link the nest sites, less non-prospected

areas and added a 5 km buffer zone around the study area

to take into account maximum foraging distances (Fig. 2).

We assumed that topographic variables remained nearly

unchanged from 1990 to 2006 because they represent sta-

ble infrastructure elements of the landscape. Also, we

assumed that each nest support remained unchanged

between 1990, 2000 and 2006 for the following reasons:

first power lines and pylons (which are used as nest sup-

ports) were established before 1990 in the area, second

since white storks need relatively large and old trees to

build their nest we considered that a tree supporting a nest

in 2006 was a potential nest site in 1990, finally all sup-

ports used as nesting sites in 1990 and 2000 were still

present in 2006. In order to cover the range of foraging

distances, the area of each habitat (or total length for linear

features) was calculated within four circular buffers (500,

1000, 2000 and 5000 m radius) around each nest site

location and around a set of random points generated

within the study area.

Overall, the CLC dataset showed that the study area was

dominated by intensive agriculture (&50 % of the area),

pastures (&6 %) and forests (&6 %) without major

changes between 1990 and 2006 (Table S2 in ESM). The

proportion of habitat types according to buffer size, year

and nest site selection is shown in Table S3 in ESM.

Modelling the probability of selecting a nesting site

Analyses were based on the comparison of habitat char-

acteristics at the random points and at the nest site

locations using a 100 9 100 m square grid structure con-

taining all the data points (sites selected and not selected).

Habitat selection studies are sometimes controversial

because of the definition, understanding, interpretation and

influence of the sampling design used (Keating and Cherry

2004). Our sampling design was a case–control design (see

detailed explanations in Keating and Cherry 2004; Johnson

et al. 2006; Lele and Keim 2006; Aarts et al. 2012). A

case–control design yields a sample of nests and non-nest

sites, but relative proportions of the two are determined by

the researcher and may not be representative of the

underlying population of sites. We did not measure habitat

selection per se (which can be done using a use-availability

design where occupied sites are randomly sampled with

replacement and un-occupied sites are randomly sampled

from the available sites) but apparent selection. Indeed, site

selection is inherent in site occupancy and consequently

covariates driving occupancy also reflect selection. For the

models, we used 1000 control points drawn at random from

the centroids of the non occupied grid cells which com-

prised physical structures to build nests (mainly trees). The

spatial distribution of nests was modelled for each year

where covariates were available (1990, 2000 and 2006) to

assess inter-annual variations in the spatial distribution

process (Lohmus 2003). In order to mimic what one per-

ceives of habitat selection when analysing a snapshot of

spatial distribution and to understand the consequences this

approach may have on the understanding of habitat pref-

erences, we assumed that the data from different years

were independent. Although nest reuse by different indi-

viduals is a source of non-independence, we were confident

in this assumption since we modelled habitat preferences at

ten and six year intervals (1990, 2000 and 2006). Since site

fidelity and adult survival are respectively 0.875 (Barbraud

et al. 1999) and 0.784 (Nevoux et al. 2008a), only a small

proportion of the same individuals were present at the same

sites in 1990, 2000 and 2006. Since we used a case–control

design we performed an occupancy modelling in which we

estimated the probability of occupancy of a spatial unit

(grid cell or ‘‘site’’) as a function of habitat covariates and

density.

Analyses were first carried out using logistic regressions

with the function glm in R 2.13.1 (R Development Core

Team 2011) to contrast habitat proportions in buffers sur-

rounding points occupied by nesting sites with the set of

random points. However, separation issues arose in the

models for 1990 and 2000 due to some combinations of

covariates having only zeros or ones but not both. Sepa-

ration is a well-known problem in logistic regression and is

usually solved by removing the problematic covariate,

which is not optimal. Recently, Gelman et al. (2008) pro-

posed a Bayesian solution to deal with separation issues.

The core idea is to use a weakly informative prior on
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regression parameters as a regularization device to obtain

sound posterior estimates. Their default choice is a prior

from the Student-t family including the Cauchy distribu-

tion. These priors are heavy tailed, meaning that they can

accommodate extreme values better than a normal prior.

These priors effectively shrink extreme parameter values

towards the prior mean, unless the information in the data

is overwhelming. In other words, the prior is effectively

smoothing noisy estimates when there is little information

and giving way to the data if data are informative (see

Gelman et al. 2008 for more details). We used the arm (1.4-

13) R package with the function bayesglm (R Development

Core Team 2011) that implements the Cauchy prior as a

default.

In order to perform models of occupancy for which

different habitats can be selected at different spatial scales

within the foraging radius, we defined as ‘‘covariate group’’

covariates describing the same habitat information [e.g.,

‘‘AgriPast’’ (Tables 1 and Table S1 in ESM) corresponding

to grassland and natural pasture] for different buffer radius

(e.g., in the covariate group ‘‘AgriPast’’ includes the fol-

lowing four covariates ‘‘AgriPast at 500 m’’, ‘‘AgriPast at

1000 m’’, ‘‘AgriPast at 2000 m’’ and ‘‘AgriPast at

5000 m’’). Thus, habitat covariates were measured at

multiple scales for a given nest site, reflecting the

hypothesis that the scale at which covariates influenced

nest site selection varied. Given the important number of

habitat covariates and because they were correlated within

a group, we manually performed a forward selection pro-

cedure based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC,

Burnham and Anderson 2002), selecting the model with the

lowest AIC value. Thus, only one covariate within a given

buffer scale among a given covariate group may be

retained in a given model. This procedure allowed to

identify the spatial scale (buffer radius) at which a habitat

characteristic best explained the data. Practically, in the

first step each covariate was considered one by one without

accounting for covariate group membership, and the

selected covariate (lowest AIC) was retained in the model.

In the following steps, all the remaining covariates were

iteratively considered for addition, except those from

covariate groups already present in the model. This pro-

cedure continued until the model with the lowest AIC was

found. For each covariate both linear and quadratic func-

tions were allowed to assess the possibility of optimum

habitat conditions affecting nest site occupancy by the

birds. For all years, covariate ‘‘AgriPerm’’ at 500 m radius

was log-transformed in order to homogenize its spread. All

covariates were standardised (independently for each year

except in the model with all years pooled) in order to

compare their slope estimates.

In order to check the robustness of the procedure and

representativeness of the random sample of points we

replicated each model for three different draws of 1000

random points and only retained the covariates belonging

to groups selected in two model outputs within the three

subsamples for a same year (Table 2). We created maps

of probability of occupying a nesting site for 2000 and

2006 by taking the average of the predicted probability

per pixel for the three model replicates for each year for

each 100 m pixel. Since only a subsample of the pixels

was used to build the models (1000 random points ? all

the nest points in the year of interest) and since we used a

case–control design, we corrected the predicted proba-

bility of occupying a nesting site per pixel using the

formula recommended by Keating and Cherry (2004,

Eq. 3) for case–control designs: Bias ¼ ln P1

P0

� �
; where

Bias is the expected bias of the intercept of the rela-

tionship between the probability of occupancy and the

covariates on the log scale, P1 ¼ n1

N1
is the probability that

any particular used location was included in the sample,

P0 ¼ n0

N0
is the probability that any particular unused

location was included, N1 and N0 are the respective

numbers of used and unused locations in the population of

N = N1 ? N0 total locations (total number of cells in the

study area, i.e., 323217), n1 is the number of the used

locations (number of occupied nests), and n0 is the

number of random points of unused locations. In our case

P1 = 1 since all used locations were included in the

sample. Thus, we had Bias ¼ ln N0

n0

� �
.

Finally, we used the proportion of deviance explained

by the model as an analogue to the R2 statistic (Myers and

Montgomery 1997).

Testing for density-dependent nest site occupancy

The large differences in breeding population size between

1990, 2000 and 2006 in the study area allowed us to test for

density-dependent nest site occupancy. This was achieved

by pooling the data from the three years together and by

assessing support for interactions between population

density (according to years) and habitat variables.

We modelled the probability of nest site occupancy

using logistic regression starting with a model which

included as predictor variables: (1) the log(population

density) in order to account for differences in the average

probability of nest site occupancy per cell (intercept)

between years due to the change in population size. The log

function was necessary in order to linearise the effect of

density on the logit scale used to model the probability of

nest site occupancy. Population density was defined as the

number of nests divided by the surface of the study area;

(2) all habitat covariates selected at least once in each of

the habitat models performed for each year (1990, 2000,
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2006) independently. When a different spatial scale was

selected for a given habitat covariate in different years, we

used the median spatial scale; and (3) the interaction

between log(population density) and each of the above

habitat covariates.

We then fitted binomial models using a backward

stepwise selection procedure and AIC to simplify the

model while systematically testing for the interaction

between habitat and log(population density). The starting

model had 25 explanatory variables [12 habitat covariates

and the log(population density)] including 12 interactions.

Following this step, we refined the selection of the spatial

scales by selecting for each variable retained in the model

the spatial scale (from 500 to 5000 m) that produced the

model with the lowest AIC. The final model was then

obtained after a final forward stepwise selection procedure

in order to ensure that no habitat covariate had been missed

out in the previous steps. From this final model we quan-

tified the magnitude of quantitative (density) vs. qualitative

(year as a categorical variable) variables to characterize the

change in density using an analysis of deviance (Skalski

et al. 1993).

Table 2 Output of generalized linear models of the probability of occupying a nesting site by year (1990, 2000 and 2006), with three subsamples

by year

Predictor

variables

Subsample 1 Subsample 2 Subsample 3

R2 Selected

scale (m)

Coefficient P* R2 Selected

scale (m)

Coefficient P* R2 Selected

scale (m)

Coefficient P*

1990 0.37 0.37 0.435

AgriPast 5000 1.09 \0.001 5000 1.03 \0.001 5000 0.75 \0.001

WaterSurf 1000 0.30 0.05 1000 0.39 0.03 500 0.24 0.16

Aquatic 2000 -1.09 0.15 2000 -0.70 0.27

AgriPerm 5000 -0.95 0.30 5000 -1.22 0.14

Urban 5000 -0.81 0.18 5000 -0.57 0.27

2000 0.42 0.38 0.437

AgriPast 2000 2.06 \0.001 2000 2.20 \0.001 2000 2.06 \0.001

AgriPast2 2000 -0.39 \0.001 2000 -0.41 \0.001 2000 -0.39 \0.001

Stream 500 0.23 0.03

Aquatic 5000 -0.25 0.08 5000 -0.21 0.17 5000 -0.25 0.08

AgriIntens 5000 -0.44 0.01 5000 -0.46 0.01 5000 -0.44 0.01

Log(AgriPerm) 500 -1.20 0.10 500 -1.03 0.11 500 -1.20 0.10

AgriHetero 500 0.35 0.01 500 0.32 0.04 500 0.35 0.01

Urban 500 -0.37 0.13 500 -0.41 0.08 500 -0.37 0.13

Pylon 500 -0.36 0.08 500 -0.38 0.09 500 -0.36 0.08

Shrub 5000 -0.34 0.29

Forest 2000 0.33 0.08

2006 0.38 0.37 0.428

AgriPast 1000 2.71 \0.001 1000 2.76 \0.001 1000 2.03 \0.001

AgriPast2 1000 -0.68 \0.001 1000 -0.58 \0.001 1000 -0.56 \0.001

Stream 5000 0.19 0.05 5000 0.22 0.03

Aquatic 5000 -0.13 0.23 5000 -0.24 0.05

AgriIntens 500 -0.46 0.01

Log(AgriPerm) 500 -1.36 0.10 500 -1.11 0.09 500 -0.88 0.14

AgriHetero 500 0.45 \0.001 500 0.55 \0.001 5000 -0.38 0.02

Urban 5000 -0.49 \0.001 2000 -0.23 0.12 5000 -0.38 0.01

DistRoad 5000 0.29 0.04 5000 0.31 0.02

Pylon 2000 0.23 0.03

Shrub 2000 0.27 \0.01 1000 0.25 0.01

Marsh 2000 0.19 0.04 500 0.14 0.07

For each model and each year, values of selected scale and slope coefficients are showed

* The P value of predictor variables is shown for information but only AIC was used in the model selection procedure

AgriPast2 indicates a quadratic effect of the covariate AgriPast on the probability of occupying a nesting site
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Spatial autocorrelation

Generalized linear models are based on the assumption that the

values of observations in each sample are independent of one

another, an assumption that can be violated by spatial auto-

correlation (Dormann 2007, 2009). Because accounting for

spatial autocorrelation within each model was too computa-

tionally intensive, this was only included after the final step of

model selection in order to check that there was no autocor-

relation in the residuals after accounting for habitat availability.

To include the potential effects of spatial autocorrelation in all

the final models for each year and for all years combined with

density-dependent interactions we used the function glmmPQL

from the MASS package 7.3-14 library in R (Venables and

Ripley 2002; R Development Core Team 2011) and assuming a

spherical correlation structure (Pinheiro and Bates 1996). Since

models taking into account spatial autocorrelation cannot be

compared with the final model fitted previously using the

function glm (the glmmPQL function does not allow the cal-

culation of an AIC), we compared the slope coefficients of the

selected covariates and their statistical significance (Hawkins

et al. 2007; Kissling and Carl 2008). The standard errors of the

slope coefficients obtained from the model without spatial

autocorrelation were corrected by a variance inflation factor

(Fieberg et al. 2010) in order to compare the slope coefficients

of the selected covariates and their statistical significance. The

variance inflation approach is a post hoc approach to adjust

(inflate) standard errors after parameter estimation (Fieberg

et al. 2010). Standard errors (SE) were inflated using the for-

mula: SE corrected = SE 9
ffiffiffî
c
p

with the variance inflation

factor ĉ calculated as the ratio of the deviance of the null model

over its number of degrees of freedom.

Results

Population trend

Within the study area, the white stork population increased

from 1 to 179 breeding pairs between 1978 and 2006, and

Fig. 3 Maps showing the probability of occupying a nesting site by

breeding white storks in 2000 and 2006. The grey (colour) scale

represents the probability of occupying a nesting site within

100 9 100 m squares. To help assess the performance of the models

nests occupied in 2006 are drawn on the 2000 map and nests occupied

in 2010 are drawn on the 2006 map
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this trend continued further up until 2010 (Fig. 1). This

corresponded to an overall 10-fold increase in nest density

from 0.66 nests per 100 km2 in 1990, to 3.7 nests per

100 km2 in 2000, and 6.6 nests per 100 km2 in 2006. In

addition, the settlement of the first breeding colony of

white storks (i.e., [1 nest situated in a single tree or in

trees separated by a few meters) occurred in 2000 in the

study area. Since then the number of colonies and number of

nests per colony increased. The first colony in 2000 counted

two nests against 25 nests in 2006 for four colonies.

Effect of habitat variables on the probability

of occupying a nesting site

For each year, the probability of occupying a nesting site

was found to increase with increasing proportion of

grassland, water surface, streams, freshwater marshes, and

with increasing distance to roads (Table 2). The probability

of occupying a nesting site was found to be negatively

affected by increasing proportions of water courses (named

‘‘Aquatic’’, cf. Table S1 in ESM), permanent and intensive

agriculture, and urban areas. The probability of occupying

a nesting site increased when the proportion of heteroge-

neous agriculture habitats increased at a small scale

(500 m) in 2000 and in 2 out of 3 samples in 2006, the third

sample picking a negative effect at a larger scale (5000 m).

Forest was found to negatively affect nest site occupancy

probability only once in a subsample data set and shrub

area and the number of pylons had contrasting effects in

2000 and 2006. However, the relatively small slope coef-

ficients for these covariates suggest only a weak effect. By

contrast, for all years the proportion of grasslands had the

greatest positive effect on the probability of occupying a

nesting site compared to other habitat variables. The pro-

portion of intensive and permanent agriculture and urban

area had the strongest negative effects (Table 2). All

effects were linear, except for the proportion of grasslands

which had quadratic effects on the probability of occupying

a nesting site in 2000 and 2006, and for the permanent and

intensive agriculture habitat (Table 2).

Although similar sets of habitat covariates were selected

in 2000 and 2006, models also highlighted some differ-

ences in habitat occupancy between years (Table 2). In

2000 and 2006, the number of predictor variables selected

in the models increased compared to 1990. The effect of

the proportion of grasslands became non-linear (quadratic

form). White storks also tended to occupy nesting sites

surrounded by streams (corresponding to ditches, perma-

nent, temporary, natural or artificial streams), heteroge-

neous agriculture, freshwater marshes, and situated far

from roads (Table 2). The negative effect of the covariate

representing the number of pylons (Pylon) on the proba-

bility of occupying a nesting site in 2000 probably reflected

the relatively low number of pylons in areas where nests

were present.

Model runs using the three different subsamples of

random points per year yielded consistent results in terms

of selected variables, spatial scales and coefficients within

a given year. In addition, the proportion of deviance

explained by each model was very similar (Table 2).

Overall, this suggests only a minor effect of the choice of

the set of random sites not selected by storks, although less

consistent results between subsamples sometimes occurred

for covariates with small effect sizes (i.e., heterogeneous

agriculture in 2006).

The bias of the intercept of the relationship between the

probability of occupancy and the covariates was 5.64, 5.72

and 5.64 in 1990, 2000 and 2006 respectively. The cor-

rected probabilities of occupying a nesting site are shown

in Fig. 3.

Testing for density-dependent habitat use

Results of the tests for interactions between the effects of

habitat variables and population density on the probability

of occupying a nesting site are shown in Table 3. We found

a negative interaction between the proportion of water

Table 3 Output of the final model (without spatial autocorrelation)

of the probability of occupying a nesting site with interactions

between nest density and two predictor variables

Predictor variables Selected

scale (m)

Coefficient SE P*

(Intercept) -11.05 0.77 \0.001

log(Density) 1.23 0.15 \0.001

AgriPast 2000 -0.71 0.97 0.59

AgriPast2 2000 0.43 0.30 0.28

WaterSurf 1000 0.55 0.18 0.02

Log(AgriPerm) 500 -1.19 0.48 0.06

Aquatic 5000 -0.28 0.07 0.003

Urban 5000 -0.29 0.07 0.005

AgriIntens 500 -0.60 0.09 \0.001

Stream 5000 0.15 0.05 0.04

DistRoad 5000 0.26 0.08 0.01

AgriHetero 5000 -0.33 0.09 0.008

log(Density):AgriPast 2000 0.53 0.20 0.05

log(Density):AgriPast2 2000 -0.19 0.06 0.02

log(Density):WaterSurf 1000 -0.11 0.04 0.03

Values of selected scale and estimated slope coefficients of predictor

variables are shown. Standard errors were corrected by the square root

of the variance inflation factor that captures spatial autocorrelation

effects. Model without spatial autocorrelation (R2 = 0.43)

* The P value of predictor variables is shown for information refer-

ence but only AIC was used in the model selection procedure

AgriPast2 indicates a quadratic effect of the covariate AgriPast on the

probability of occupying a nesting site
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surface around nest sites and nest density, with a positive

effect at low density and a negative effect at high density

(Fig. 4a). At low density the probability of occupying a

nesting site increased with increasing water surface area

within 1000 m, but decreased at high density. Despite the

relatively weak effect of the interaction on the probability

of occupying a nesting site (which varied between 0 and

0.008), the final model with this interaction was 3.4 AIC-

points lower than a model without the interaction. There

was a small proportion of this habitat in the study area, and

notably within 1000 m around nest sites (2.5 ± 8.6 %).

We also found a positive interaction between density and

grassland area within 2000 m. The effect of this interaction

on the probability of occupying a nesting site was stronger

than for the interaction proportion of water surface around

nest sites 9 nest density (probability of nest site occupancy

varied between 0 and 0.09). The final model with this

interaction was 4.4 AIC-points lower than a model without

the interaction. At low density, the probability of occupy-

ing a nesting site marginally increased with increasing

grassland availability (but remained close to 0), whereas

this relationship took a bell-shaped form at higher densities

(Fig. 4b). Precisely, the probability of occupying a nesting

site was maximised when the proportion of grassland area

reached 58 % in a 2000 m radius around potential nest

sites (Fig. 4b).

Using the final model, a model where log(density) was

replaced by year, and a model without log(density) or year

effect (but with the effects of habitat variables), the

analysis of deviance indicated a highly significant effect of

density on the variation of the probability of occupying a

nesting site between years (F4,4 = 162.6, P \ 0.001).

Spatial autocorrelation

The range of the spherical correlograms was estimated in

each three subsample models in 1990, 2000 and 2006.

Ranges of the correlograms decreased from 1990 (mean

range = 829 m, varying between 409 and 1535 m) to 2000

(mean range = 363 m, varying between 266 and 423 m)

and to 2006 (mean range = 277 m, varying between 208

and 356 m), i.e., as population density increased.

We also tested for spatial autocorrelation in the final

model. The range of the spherical correlogram was 309 m,

which indicated the existence of spatial autocorrelation.

Taking into account spatial autocorrelation did not affect

the values of the slope coefficients in the final model but

only slightly affected their significance level (Table S4 in

ESM). These weak variations suggest that most of the

spatial variation in nests distribution was largely explained

by the habitat covariates.

Discussion

We modelled the effects of density and habitat covariates

at multiple spatial scales on nest site occupancy in a non-

equilibrium population of white storks. While the majority

a bFig. 4 Probability of occupying

a nesting site by breeding white

storks as a function of habitat

proportions for three different

nest densities. The probability

of occupying a nesting site was

a function of the proportion of

area covered by water surface

lands (a), and grasslands (b) for

three different nest densities

(log-scale): 0.66 nests per

100 km2 in 1990 (dotted line),

3.7 nests per 100 km2 in 2000

(dashed line), and 6.6 nests per

100 km2 in 2006 (solid line).

Curves were plotted from

estimates obtained from the

final model (Table 3)
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of studies dealing with habitat selection theory assumed

equilibrium conditions, our work is among the first

empirical studies investigating changes in apparent habitat

selection in an expanding wild population (Fasola and

Brangi 2010; Lorrilliere et al. 2010). We found evidence

for density-dependent apparent habitat selection in the

white stork (Table 3; Fig. 4). Moreover we showed that

habitat selection was better described by including multiple

spatial scales in the models.

Apparent habitat selection at multiple spatial scales

The most important habitat variables affecting positively

the settlement probability of breeding white storks was

grassland, followed by the presence of shallow waters like

streams, ditches, and ponds. The importance of grassland

habitats in proximity of water for white storks was reported

by several authors (Latus et al. 2000; Tryjanowski et al.

2005; Radović and Tepić 2009; Wickert et al. 2010). At the

opposite, areas with intensive or moderately intensive

agriculture were extremely unlikely to be occupied by

breeding white storks. Areas with relatively deep water-

courses were not favoured breeding sites. As suggested by

Moritzi et al. (2001) in these areas food is probably not

accessible for this wading bird, water depth inhibiting free

access to otherwise profitable prey.

In our modelling process we used a new approach to

take into account habitat selection at various spatial scales.

Usually to take into account several spatial scales, one

model per spatial scale is built. Here, we showed that

different variables act at different scales simultaneously. It

is therefore important to have a procedure that allows

selecting models with a mixture of spatial scales in order to

obtain more realistic spatial distribution models (Piorecky

and Prescott 2006). To limit the risk to create a very large

number of combinations (and models) one may define a

range of scales a priori using for example previous infor-

mation on foraging ranges of the studied organism. In light

of the models’ outputs the birds showed clear and fairly

consistent breeding habitat preferences between years (for

example the grassland covariate had always positive and

large slope values). By using different spatial scales to

model apparent habitat selection we were able to show that

there was a consistent choice of scales according to for-

aging habitat variables within years. However, the scale of

the preferred and avoided breeding habitats varied between

years. It tended to decrease from 1990 to 2006 for some of

the selected covariates (e.g., the grassland covariate was

selected at a radius of 5 km in 1990, 2 km in 2000 and

1 km in 2006). A possible explanation could be that while

the density increased, birds had to restrict their home

ranges to forage on habitats closer to their nest. Alterna-

tively, storks in the early phase of the colonisation tended

to cluster in a particular part of the study area and may not

have used all the most suitable habitats. Variation in den-

sity could also lead to an increase in the spatial scale for

some of the selected covariates [e.g., covariates repre-

senting the presence of water (water surface, stream and

water course) were selected in radius\2 km in 1990, but in

a radius of 5 km in 2000 and 2006]. A possible explanation

for this is that as density increased, birds had to use less

favourable habitats, preferentially colonizing the vicinity

of the preferred habitats.

Changes in apparent habitat selection in an increasing

population reflect changes in the used/available ratio

(Krausman 1999). Interactions with density can reflect

either a real change in habitat selection at the population

level brought by a change in relative ability for newcomers,

or a change in the absolute availability of habitat over time.

Comparisons between years indicated that the proportions

of available habitats within the study area presented no

major change between 1990 and 2006. Hence, our findings

about interactions between habitat covariates and density

reveal a real change in apparent habitat selection in white

storks. Nearly all artificial supports (excluding artificial

platforms) used for nesting were electric pylons and most

([90 %) were already in place in 1990. Although we did

not quantify the availability of artificial supports for nest-

ing other than artificial platforms, we believe that their

numbers remained stable between 1990 and 2006.

Habitat occupancy in non-equilibrium conditions

First, we found that the most favoured habitats (water

surface land) had a weaker effect on the probability of

occupancy as density increased. Second, breeding indi-

viduals were more likely to settle in the less strongly

favoured grassland habitats when breeding density

increased. While grassland (which reflects food avail-

ability and foraging preferences of white storks) was a

favourable habitat given its large positive coefficients in

the models and the high probability of occupying a

nesting site in this habitat (up to 0.25), the low estimated

nest site occupancy probability at low density in grassland

habitats suggests that white storks were more attracted to

water surfaces than grasslands. This suggests that grass-

lands with water surfaces were colonized first, that at

increasing density white storks tended to aggregate in

grassland habitats, and that grassland habitat was not

limiting. The weak effect size of the interaction between

density and water surface area was due to the very small

spatial units of the grid structure, and because the average

occupancy probability corresponds to the number of nests

on the number of cells in the grid.

Interestingly, the first case of colonial breeding was

observed at relatively high population density (in 2000)
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and the proportion of nests in colonies increased with

increasing population density. Therefore, in this popula-

tion coloniality could have emerged as a possible strategy

to avoid settling in suboptimal habitats relative to grass-

land. This might be explained by a lack of alternative

habitats which still offer favourable conditions (resources

availability) for white storks to breed. Thus, the positive

effect of the interaction between population density and

grassland area on the probability of occupying a nesting

site may at least partly arise from the aggregation

behaviour of nesting pairs observed in the study area

since 2000. This may correspond to a change in breeding

strategy with a shift from exclusively territorial to partly

colonial breeding at increasing density. In other areas

white storks are well known to breed in isolated nests or

in colonies and forage alone or in aggregations (Cramp

and Simmons 1977; Carrascal et al. 1990; Jovani and

Tella 2007). The decrease in the range of the selected

spatial scales for the effect of the grassland from 1990 to

2006 also supports the idea of a change in breeding

strategy due to increasing density. The non-linear effects

of grassland on the probability of occupying a nesting site

in 2000 and 2006 suggest the possibility of optimum

habitat conditions regarding this land type variable. One

may hypothesise that habitats became progressively too

homogenous and relatively less favourable for prey

availability when the proportion of grassland increased

progressively above &60 % within a radius of 2000 m

surrounding nesting sites.

Despite the fact that our results suggest evidence of

density-dependent habitat selection we cannot exclude

that this was apparent habitat selection. Indeed, since

there is no data on prey abundance in the study area, one

might hypothesise that although habitat quantity did not

change during the study period habitat quality (e.g., prey

availability) may have changed. For example, our results

may reflect that the prey availability of water surface

habitats relative to grassland degraded as the years pro-

gressed. Although we suspect this is very unlikely given

the high and stable breeding success of white storks in the

study area across years (Barbraud et al. 1999; Nevoux

et al. 2008b), our results should nevertheless be inter-

preted carefully.

In our study area a handful of breeding pairs nest in the

proximity of houses but most seem to avoid urban areas

and nest far from roads. This contrasts with observations in

other breeding areas such as Alsace in eastern France

(Bairlein 1991), Switzerland (Moritzi et al. 2001) or Spain

(Bairlein 1991) where white storks nest in large numbers

on human habitations with minor concern about human

disturbance, even if it can have a negative impact on their

breeding performances (Vergara and Aguirre 2006). At

present we have no explanation for this.

Conclusion

To conclude, our longitudinal data in a non-equilibrium

population helped improving our understanding on how

habitat preferences are altered when density varies. Moreover,

identifying relevant scales of habitat covariates affecting site

occupancy proved to be appropriate to define how animals

vary their apparent selection of habitat temporally and spa-

tially, alone or in interaction with density. In our study site,

birds occupied areas with large availability of shallow wet-

lands and permanent grasslands and where intensive agricul-

ture was nearly absent. Apparent habitat selection varied

along the 10-fold increase in population density, suggesting

that habitat selection models performed in populations which

are not at equilibrium may be misleading for management

purposes. Density-dependent habitat selection therefore also

informs us about population regulation/limitation and its

possible response to climate and/or land use changes. This

type of analysis is therefore a useful tool for population

management and conservation and may help identifying the

relevant environmental variables in mechanistic demographic

analyses involving density-dependence. In our study indi-

viduals select areas with large availability of shallow wetlands

and permanent grasslands as a function of population density.

A precautionary approach to maintain healthy populations of

white storks is thus to preserve large areas with this diversity

of habitats. Our results suggest that permanent grasslands

became a particularly important habitat for white storks once

prime habitats such as shallow wetlands became saturated

with nests. We also showed that the benefit of permanent

grasslands decreased when they formed more than 60 % of the

land use. Therefore, based on current evidence, habitat man-

agement for white storks should concentrate on providing both

types of habitat with a priority for shallow wetlands.
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